1. Report of Associate Dean

2. Proposals

Political Science

- POSC – 371 – Greek, Roman and Medieval Political Thought
- POSC – 374 – Marxism in Theory and Practice

Environmental Studies

- ENVT – 101 – Environmental Challenges of the 21st Century
- ENVT – 225 - Fundamentals of GIS
- ENVT – 380 – Applied Field Studies
- ENVT – 398 - Cooperative Education in Environmental Studies
- ENVT – 490 - Independent Study
- ENVT – 495 - Environmental Internship
- Environmental Studies, BA

Geography

- GEOG – 320 – Environmental Resource Analysis
- GEOG – 380 – Applied Field Studies
- GEOG – 445 – Water and Watershed Resources

Modern Languages and Literatures

- MLL – 121 – Elementary French 1
- MLL – 122 – Elementary French 2
- MLL – 131 – Elementary American Sign Language 1
- MLL – 132 – Elementary American Sign Language 2
- MLL – 141 – Elementary Spanish I
- MLL – 142 – Elementary Spanish II
- MLL – 151 – Elementary Japanese I
- MLL – 152 – Elementary Japanese II
- MLL – 153 – Intensive Elementary Japanese
- MLL – 161 – Elementary Mandarin Chinese I
- MLL – 162 – Elementary Mandarin Chinese II
- MLL – 163 – Intensive Elementary Mandarin Chinese
- MLL – 221 – Intermediate French 1
• MLL – 222 – Intermediate French 2
• MLL – 231 – Intermediate American Sign Language 1
• MLL – 232 – Intermediate American Sign Language 2
• MLL – 241 – Intermediate Spanish I
• MLL – 242 – Intermediate Spanish II
• MLL – 251 – Intermediate Japanese I
• MLL – 252 – Intermediate Japanese II
• MLL – 261 – Intermediate Mandarin Chinese I
• MLL – 262 – Intermediate Mandarin Chinese II
• MLL – 311 – Studies in Modern Languages and Literatures in English
• MLL – 321 – Cinema for French Conversation
• MLL – 322 – Cinema for French Composition
• MLL – 323 – Francophone Culture and Civilization through Cinema
• MLL – 324 – French/ Francophone Literature in Translation
• MLL – 325 – Themes in French/ Francophone Literature
• MLL – 326 – Sexuality and Feminism in Franco- phone Literature and Cinema
• MLL – 331 – Advanced American Sign Language I
• MLL – 332 – Advanced American Sign Language 2
• MLL – 333 – American Deaf Culture
• MLL – 335 – Classifiers in American Sign Language
• MLL – 341A – Spanish Conversation
• MLL – 341B – Spanish Conversation for Community Engagement
• MLL – 342 – Spanish Composition & Syntax I
• MLL – 343 – Spanish Composition & Syntax II
• MLL – 344 – Spanish Linguistics & Phonetics
• MLL – 345 – Spanish Textual Analysis in a Multicultural Context
• MLL – 351 – Japan Headline News: a Japanese- English bilingual study
• MLL – 352 – Japanese Folktales and Culture (Bilingual)
• MLL – 358 – Experiencing Japanese Culture in English Translation
• MLL – 361 – China Headline News: a Chinese- English bilingual study
• MLL – 362 – Chinese Folktale and Culture (Bilingual)
• MLL – 366 – New Chinese Cinema in English Translation
• MLL – 421 – Translation
• MLL – 422 – LGBTQ Franco- Phone Cinema
• MLL – 423 – Survey of Franco-phone Literature and Cinema
• MLL – 424 – Marginality in Franco-phone Literature
• MLL – 425 – Postcolonial Francophone Rap/Hip-Hop
• MLL – 428 – French for the Professions
• MLL – 429 – French for non-speakers of French
• MLL – 431 – Linguistics in American Sign Language
• MLL – 441 – Introduction to Spanish American Literature: 1492 to 1900
• MLL – 441 – Introduction to Spanish American Literature: 1900 to the Present
• MLL – 443 – Survey Spanish Literature I: Medieval and Golden Age
• MLL – 444 – Survey Spanish Literature II: 18th Century to Present
• MLL – 445 – Cultures of Spanish America
• MLL – 446 - Cultures of Spain
• MLL – 449 – Topics in Hispanic Studies
• MLL – 452 – Modern Japanese Short Stories in English Translation
• MLL – 455 – Japanese Manga and Animate Masterpieces in English Translation
• MLL – 462 – Modern Chinese Short Stories in English Translation
• MLL – 465 – Chinese Wisdom and Ink-wash Animation in English Translation
• Spanish, BA
• Spanish, Minor
• American Sign Language Minor
• Chinese Language and Culture Minor
• French, Minor
• French, BA

**International Studies**

• International Studies Program – Merger/New Unit

3. Adjournment